We intend to build 
Introduction
The idea that all vision algorithms can be improved by performing visuo-motor tasks with an adaptive and mobile visual sensor is sometimes well accepted but far from being obvious. On the contrary the increase in system complexity might be a source of degradation in terms of performance, especially for 3D vision modules. In this paper we discuss how to avoid such a situation and how to take advantage of 3D vision in a visual loop.
Let us first discuss, what are the "mechanisms" required for a robotic head, to support 3D-visual modules.
Early vision and lens parameter tuning. In this situation, it is not possible to use an early vision system for which one must manually adjust internal parameters (there are up to 16 such parameters in a real-time vision machine, while these parametric adjustments are mandatory because they allow the system to be adaptive and usable in varying conditions (photogrammetric variations, etc.) . In the present implementation, we make use of auto-focus, automatic adjustment of the iris, in synergy with gain and offset adjustment, as for any other system of this kind.
Auto-calibration of visual system intrinsic parameters.
We have already explained that, if one changes any parameters of the mount, or any lens parameters, the visual calibration is to be recomputed. However, in our implementation, because of the relative simplicity of the mechanical design, we avoid using such sophisticated mechanisms but have pre-calibrated the mount in a large number of possible positions and can obtain the extrinsic and intrinsic calibration parameters at any time, by interpolating the pre-recorded values.
Picture stabilization processes.
Picture stabilization is a crucial task when performing 3D dynamic vision. It allows the reduction of the ambiguitiles in the token-tracking problem, because the expected disparity between two occurrences of a token is reduced by this mechanism [IO]. It also simplifies the computation of structure and motion since it can be shown, if the system is calibrated, that one can cancel the rotational disparity between two frames, either using visual or inertial cues [ll].
Such mechanisms act either on the mount (control of gaze direction), or simply control the internal metric of the system (picture reprojection). Moreover, since a rotation around the optical center corresponds to a particular homographic transform of the image [8, 61, we can design "virtual" degrees of freedom, for instance eye torsion, and combine them with mechanical degrees of freedom for the control of image stabilization. In fact, using homographic transformations of the image plane for stabilization allows the system to work without calibration and compensates for complex projected motion. In our implementation, because (1) the system is calibrated and (2) inertial sensors computing the angular velocity of trhe camera are available, the rotational disparity 11s automatically computed in a straightforward way, using odometric cues only, and performed by reprojection.
Within the present framework, we consider a "robotic head" made of it "stand," a 'heck" performing off-centered rotations, and an "eye" performing rotations around the optical center. Instantiations of such a mechanism are now very common. However, whereas almost all algorithms in the field deal with target detection and tracking we would like to design a more sophisticated behavior.
As explained in the previous section, when considering 3D vision as a goal, the visual strategies can be divided into two classes :
[A] : Strategies to detect visual targets to be submitted to 3D visual perception, i.e., where to look next ?
[B] :. Strategies to maintain and improve the 31) perception of the visual targets, i.e., how to track a visual target ?
Detecting visual targets 2.1 Using a calibrated robotic head
We consider a Euclidean frame of reference attached to the mount and we use the standard pinhole model for a camera, assuming the camera performs a perfect perspective transform which is standard camera model which corresponds to the usual equations Our analysis has demonstrated that a linear model is sufficient to describe these modifications. Experimentally, this approximation is valid, the precision being better than 2-3 pixels in almost every case (i.e. 80 % of the obtained data).
The complete set of results is available in [4, 91.
We have verified that the ratio 2 is almost constant in our case, which is the value given by the constructor. We also have verified that the pixel orthogonality is almost perfect. As a consequence, we have to manipulate only 3 intrinsic parameters.
We have verified that linear models of variation of the parameters have enough accuracy, i.e., that the residual error is not predictable (due to uncertainty, not to a bias) so that there is no need for very sophisticated models of calibration. These results are in agreement with what has been found by another team in the field [12] considering that our precision is about one pixel.
We have verified the quality of the head calibration by gazing at several locations in space. The precision of the head calibration is reliable amd of about 1-2 cm as show here : 
Using 3D rotational stabilization
Considering attention focusing, we can very easily give a list of which objects in a scene are to be preferred when observed by a visual system : 1. Moving objects might trigger potential alarms ("prey", "predator," moving obstacles to avoid).
2. Nearby objects will be the first to interact with the system as potential obstacles. Their proximity should ease their 3D observation.
3. Objects with a high density of edges correspond to informative parts of the visual field and might be worth a closer look.
These three categories might appear as very natural; they are, but in addition, they correspond to a very precise 3D motion property : Considering that the 3 0 rotational disparity has been cancelled between two consecutive frames (i.e., the motion disparity between them is only anduced by a translational motaon), the residual disparity as only due to 1) object in motaon, complex texture or shapes, likely detected with some error, and whose related dasparity is not correctly detected. In other words, these structures correspond to points with a non-negligible residual disparity; the global rotational disparity of the scene been cancelled.
(2) object with a non-negligible I epth, (3) object with Figure 1 : Rotational stabilization, in the presence of a moving object (the white box). In the unstable image the motion of the box is not visible because all edges are moving, whereas it is in the stabilized case. Rotational stabilization thus helps in the detection of moving objects. The unstabilized average disparity was of about 8 pixels, and less than 1 pixel after stabilizat ion.
Figure 2: Rotational Stabilization, during a forward translation, with some rotation also. After stabilization, the closer the edges, the higher the residual disparity. This can help detecting close obstacles.
Detecting visual targets
If we want to go a step further, we have to analyse each image and try to detect which region could be considered as a potential target. What we want here is a coarse but dense analysis of the image (we do not want to "for et" a visual alarm even if our measure is approximate!. We thus detect areas of homogeneous intensity. Using a very rapid algorithm of region segmentation, the toboggan method [5], we group and extract regions with consistent intensity and detect : the relative amount of blur as in ing region in the previous frame
We then detect , the correspond-whether the residual retinal disparity of the center of each region is less than a given threshold.
In our experiments, since we do not have to perform any specific task we have simply chosen the area with the highest residual disparity to be observed first.
3D structure in two steps : we first consider the object as a flat fronto-parallel shallow of constant depth and estimate its depth and motion, and then refine this 3D estimation using stereo disparity only, since recovering the 3D structure of an object in motion is often a hard problem. On the contrary, stereo mechanisms Figure 3 : An example of detection of a moving object, while the head was in motion. The left image shows the picture, and the right image the detected region. This is an area of 279 pixels, with an average intensity variation of 21 over the 255 intensity range, and an apparent motion of 2 pixels.
We also have checked our modules considering more complicated scenes. For these two examples, we have -worked on pre-recorded image sequences. The results are shown in figure 4. They illustrate the fact that this "low-level'' mechanism of focus of attention can be used in various situations. 
Computing 3D characteristics
In such a system, depth can be obtained from several cues : stereo disparity, motion disparity, zoom disparity, blur variations and focus. These different cues do not have the same precision [3] . Moreover, we expect the two first ones to provide only an information about the "average d e p t h of the object. In order to deal with this situation we propose to analyse the and Za is the depth in the refinal frame of reference. The quantity Wa(0) is the distance corresponding to an object in focus, for a mount configuration 0 . This model is justified by thle fact that the intensity variance is approximately related to the focus by a Gaussian function [13] . The quantities A and B are unknown. Now considering three values of the intensity variances, at times 0, 1 and 2, we can eliminate A and B and obtain an estimation of the depth Zi.
Multi-model concurrency
As soon as the object has been located in an image two linear equations as functions of the 3D location of the center of gravity of the object. Having correspondences between two1 frames in a binocular system provides at each instant 4 linear equations to recover this 3D location. In addition to that, a measure of Zi is obtained from focus. Obviously, if one *or more of these measures are undefined we can avoid their integration by considering, their (co)variance as infinite (the inverse of the (co)variance is zero). These measurement equations have been used in a set of linear Kalman filters. Four filters are run in parallel. Each filter estimates the center of gravity of a 3D-object. The first filter assumes the target is stationary, i.e., its velocity is null. The second filter assumes h a constant velocity, and the third filter assumesa constant accelleration: An additional filter assumes that the previous location of the target is unknown, i.e., only uses binocular disparity and depth from focus, but does not rely on previous information. This well known mechanism of multi-Kalman filter [l] allows detection if the target is either moving at constant acceleration, or moving at constant velocity, or stationary.
Moreover, because of the last filter, we can detect model ruptures. If the internal state is no longer reliable, the last filter, which does not rely on previous information, will be a better estimate than the three first filters, because it does not take previous information into account.
Finally, this adaptive mechanism allows the use of a model with a minimal number of parameters since, for instance, the target acceleration is not estimated if negligible with respect, to the system noise. We have finally conducted an experiment using the INRIA robotic head [9] and have tracked several targets (objects on table with wheels, humans, manufactured objects, etc.) at a frequency a bit higher than 1 Hz. Such a sampling rate is indeed a drastic limit of the dynamics of the target, but our goal was only to realize an experiment, not an industrial system.
Conclusion
We can control the different degrees of freedom of a mount (zoom, focus, vergence, gaze direction) using 3D visual cues, in a single step. The same control in 2D would have been iterative.
We can provide the relationship between the mount angular position and the retinal displacement in pixels, and keep the observed object on the foveal part of the cameras, even for slow systems. This relationship is not very precise but has still the order of magnitude of most of the existing algorithms.
We can track mobile or stationary tokens in an image sequence by considering a realistic model of their rigid motion. We also determine the nature of the 3D motion of the observed object. The average depth and size of the observed objects are computed and a coarse 3D map is reconstructed.
Although this was not obvious at first, the additional complexity of using 3D cues on a robotic head not only preserves but also further enhances the capabilities of such a system. 
